LCPS collaborates with “Teaching Tolerance”. This is the
opposite of tolerance. Fall 2019 Online magazine feature.

https://www.tolerance.org/magazine/fall-2019/advice-for-new-social-justice-educators-i-wish-i-had-known.
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LCPS receives training from Teaching Tolerance/Southern Poverty Law Center
(SPLC). At left is the invite to an April 12, 2019, Board member PD session.
See Spring 2021 Cover of Teaching Tolerance Magazine at right.

https://www.learningforjustice.org/magazine/spring-2021.
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Teacher Training Text examples. Latino concept of time, pg. 276 of the CLR
Classroom Practices notebook. This is what LCPS is teaching our teachers. It is false
and defamatory to hispanics. Note that the Dr. Sharroky Hollie CLR material is
approved by the NM PED.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ruu56pbphl2vesd/pg%20275_276%20Strategies%20Concept%20of%20Time%20Latinos.pdf ?dl=0
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Teacher Training Text examples.
Linguistically Responsive teaching
using codeswitching to “MexicanAmerican” language.

This hinders academic achievement more than it helps.
Do you want your LCPS Teacher trying this out on your
child based on their skin color and perceived culture?
Page 169 and 173 of Dr. Hollie CLR textbook pictured.
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Teacher Training Text examples. Knowing your Cultural Identity.
Does this material advance education in any way? We should not be placing this burden on our children. Pgs. 34, 38, 39.
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Teacher Training Text examples. Pg. 47.
Keep in mind that Underperforming are now called “Underserved.” Then read this passage, especially sentence 3. Is it helpful or truthful that the
author has just taken pains to specifically identify our citizens of Mexican American descent as the most underperforming of all Latinos.
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Ethnic Studies in collaboration with NMSU brings an angry
victim/oppressor viewpoint to our complex local history. Our history is
being polarized, see the Borderlands Institute and a State Senator’s
extreme view of our history below. Is this the appropriate basis for a K-12
Curriculum?
• The history of education in our state parallels the history of brutality that has never
healed. A culturally-relevant, critical-thinking, capacity-building education that
teaches New Mexican students the value of all peoples is a fundamental step in the
direction of healing and flourishing. Excerpt from article by The Borderlands & Ethnic Studies program at
NMSU, Feb. 1, 2020

• “Especially so in a place like New Mexico that has never reconciled the ongoing
implications of colonization and genocide,” Lara Cadena said. excerpt from the Sun-News with a
local State Senator, Sep. 2020
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The dumbing down of Math
in New Mexico. A tragedy.
See the CLR in the NM
Math Instructional Scope for
Geometry table of contents.
Every minute taken up by CLR in a NM Math Class
deprives NM students of all backgrounds of valuable
instruction time and contributes to racism against
high achieving students. This has no absolutely no
place in NM K-12 Math Education.
https://webnew.ped.state.nm.us/wpcontent/uploads/2020/07/Geometry-New-MexicoMathematics-Instructional-Scope.pdf
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CLR handout approved by NM PED
and LCPS, material by author Dr.
Sharroky Hollie:
Recognizing Caucasian (white)
privilege and Dwelling on Caucasian
(white) guilt? It is racist and offensive
to associate negative attributes based
on skin color. LCPS is violating the
Civil Rights of Teachers, Students and
Parents. Today.
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CLR handout sent to LCPS students. A Book Recommendation includes Blind Spot.
This is the now discredited book that promoted implicit bias, and led to the lie that all
whites were racist. NM PED and LCPS have adopted this author, they and author S.
Hollie are presenting as fact that all whites are racist today.
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This is why “implicit bias” is defamatory and dangerous.
This article from 2014 has not been corrected nor retracted by
the author, and it has been proven FALSE.
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Implicit Bias Claims that have been Retracted by the
Creators of the IAT
◦ 2013: Drs. Greenwald and Banaji, creators of the IAT:

It is
“clearly…established that automatic race preference predicts discrimination,” they wrote
in their 2013 bestseller Blindspot, which popularized the IAT.
◦ “Automatic White preference expressed on the Race IAT is now established as signaling
discriminatory behavior.”

But by the year 2015 major problems were found with their test:
◦ Greenwald and Banaji now admit that the IAT does not predict biased behavior. The
psychometric problems associated with the race IAT “render it problematic to use to
classify persons as likely to engage in discrimination,” they wrote in 2015 just 2 years after
their sweeping claims in Blindspot. There is hardly an aspect of [the race] IAT doctrine
that is not now under methodological challenge.
◦ Greenwald, Jan 2017 to the Chronicle of Higher Education: “We do not regard the IAT
as diagnosing something that inevitably results in racist or prejudicial behavior.”
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“The World is Relying on a Flawed Psychological Test to Fight Racism”.
Olivia Goldhill, Investigative Reporter, Quartz Online, December 3, 2017
https://qz.com/1144504/the-world-is-relying-on-a-flawed-psychological-test-to-fight-racism/

- But we don’t yet know how to accurately measure unconscious prejudice. We certainly don’t know how
to reduce implicit bias, and we don’t know how to influence unconscious views to decrease racism or
sexism. There are now thousands of workplace talks and police trainings and jury guidelines that focus
on implicit bias, but we still we have no strong scientific proof that these programs work.
- The implicit bias narrative also lets us off the hook. We can’t feel as guilty or be held to account for
racism that isn’t conscious. The forgiving notion of unconscious prejudice has become the go-to
explanation for all manner of discrimination, but the shaky science behind the IAT suggests this
theory isn’t simply easy, but false.
- The four meta-analyses undertaken so far [through 2017] suggest there’s little use for the IAT outside
of academia. Forscher says that while the test may reflect a psychological process that’s interesting to
researchers, he’s “not very confident at all” that it measures a thought process that causes real-life
discrimination. “I don’t think that working scientists should completely abandon the IAT in their lab
studies,” he wrote in an email. “At the same time, I don’t think that the race IAT should be used to
claim that implicit bias is causing disparities in police use of force, for example.”
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Implicit Bias gets another Explicit Debunking –
Conclusion from Latest Meta-Analysis, July 1, 2019
Conclusion by the Author: "I don't think this research is ready for
application," he said. "It could even be true that implicit bias doesn’t have a
strong impact on behavior. Even if this is not true, we should not be using this
body of research in its current state to inform public policy.” Patrick Forscher.
This study is especially noteworthy because Brain Nosek, one of the original
researchers that created the IAT in 1998, was part of this team. It is a credit to
his integrity that the facts and science led him to this conclusion.
“A Meta-Analysis of Procedures to Change Implicit Measures”, a review of 492 studies.
ScienceDaily. ScienceDaily, 1 July 2019.

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/07/190701144324.htm
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Dora Luchini remarks and conclusion, Las Cruces resident and
former Civil Rights Investigator regarding Policy JBC.
I have worked in social services in the child abuse and neglect unit as an investigator / family support. I then was promoted as a Civil rights Investigator / Special Investigator for
the Human Rights Division. My agency is under the EEOC and we were trained by the EEOC and we were trained intensely and correctly The agency is an agency to investigate,
administer, and implement federal, state, and local laws prohibiting discrimination in employment, housing, and public accommodations. I was responsible for assessing, planning,
directing, implementing, evaluating, and recommending to prohibit discrimination to include but not limited to the: Kansas act against Discrimination, the Fair Labor Standards
Act, the Enforcement Administration of the Kansas Minimum Wage Act, Kansas Public Works Minimum Wage Act, Title VII of the Civil Rights act of 1964, as it amended the Equal
pay act of 1963, the Age Discrimination in Employment act of 1967, Title Land V of The Americans with Disability Act of 1990, known as the ADA, sections 501 and 505 of The
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Workers Compensation Act and rule, known as the WCA, the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA), ECT.
We were trained that if a complainant came in and filed a complaint against an employer in Employment, Public Accommodations, and Housing, Investigators were to take all
complaints seriously, but we were also to treat all complaints with no bias, equally, fairly, and not to take any merits of the case. Investigators were to hear the complaint on the
basis of race, national origin, ancestry, color sexual orientation, gender, sex, sexually harassment, religion, disability, and age. The EEOC and the Human Rights Division philosophy
and mission statement was that we take no merits of the case, we treat all complainants fairly and equally across the board. We explain our policy and the laws of our agency. If a
complainant chose to file a complaint, our agencies policy was to abide by this. Investigators make their decision based solely on the overwhelming evidence of the case and
determine Probable-Cause or Non-Probable Cause. In addition, another part of my job description was to train employees and employers in the private and public sectors that an
employer MUST have a policy and procedure in place, and adhere to that policy procedure no matter of the protected category mentioned above. I trained that each and all
employers must abide and adhere to the policy that they have in place, just as all employees must adhere to them. If you look at the data, 97% of all cases filed are non-probable
case, meaning they are not discriminatory and only 3% are found to be probable cause cases.

First, I would like to let you know that I am Hispanic, not that there should have any bearing on my response, I feel I
need to let you know my race. Conclusion: This Equity policy does nothing to help students improve in ACADEMICS,
but does everything to inject RACISM, DIVISIVENESS, SEGREGATION, HATRED, and pits one group over another
specifically, WHITE AMERICA.
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Why is LCPS promoting Political
viewpoints in publicly funded schools?
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